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 ADG Treatment guide for Rapid Maxillary Expansion (RME) 
 

What is rapid maxillary expansion (RME)?  
 
Some conditions in orthodontics require maxillary expansion. The maxilla is the upper jaw 
which house the upper teeth. Sometimes the upper jaw is too small and this results in the upper 
teeth being cramped or ‘crowded’. Sometimes the narrow upper jaw results in the upper teeth 
being in the wrong contact relationship with the lower teeth. The bite relationship is such that 
one or more of the upper teeth bite within the perimeter of the lower teeth rather than bite 
outside the perimeter of the lower teeth which is more correct. This prevents the teeth from 
guiding across each other harmoniously. Rarely, this can result in excessive jiggling forces on 
teeth which may make the teeth loose and more prone to progression of gum disease. This 
may result in excessive forces on teeth and premature fracture.  This could even contribute to 
a condition called TMD (Temporo-Mandibular Joint Dysfunction) which results in pain and 
discomfort associated with the muscles that move the jaws, and joint locking, sticking and pain. 
 
Rapid maxillary expansion (RME) is called ‘rapid’ because you will be given a key to turn a cog 
in the palate twice a day. The desired effect of RME is usually achieved in 2-3 weeks of daily 
expansion, twice per day. 
 
Rapid maxillary expansion is not known to have any significant ill effects.  In-fact, apart from 
the obvious benefits to the bite, research indicates that maxillary jaw expansion may improve 
nasal air-flow and breathing. 
 
What does a maxillary expander look like? 
 
The following picture is called a ‘bonded hyrax’ rapid maxillary expander and is our chosen 
expander. It consists of two acrylic bite platforms which is connected to a rigid expansion 
mechanism that sits in the middle of the palate. This is called a ‘hyrax screw’. The hyrax screw 
has an arrow which points to the back of the mouth. This is the direction in which the screw 
opens and expands. 
 
We will provide you with a key to place into the 
front visible hole of the hyrax screw.  
 
 
You will provide one full turn per day. When 
you make this turn you will need to open your 
mouth as wide as possible. The bonded hyrax 
is actually bonded on with a typical dental 
cement and you will bite high on the platforms. 
The platforms free the bite to allow for  
expansion of the jaws without being locked by 
the bite. 
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How does it work? 
 
The daily expansion causes the jaws to expand and bend at the ‘mid-palatal suture’ (b). This 
is a fibrous join in the middle of the palate and extends up the front of the jaw to the base of 
the nose called the ‘nasal fossa’ (a). During the expansion process the fibrous join severs and 
then there is tremendous widening at the front of the mouth causing significant opening 
between the front teeth. The net effect of these expansion movements causes a tremendous 
increase in space to position teeth in the upper jaw. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Potential Complications 
 
Rapid maxillary expansion needs to be monitored by your orthodontist weekly to ensure the 
correct application of forces. If you do not attend your visits you may over-expand the upper 
jaw. This may result in excessive mobility of teeth, loss of bone and gum recession from around 
the roots of the teeth that are being moved, and potentially loss of vitality (death of the nerve) 
of one or more teeth. 
 
Due to the bulk of plastic over the posterior teeth and the significant loads your jaw applies to 
this appliance, you are likely to experience several breakages and loosening of the appliance. 
It is important that you inform us of these complications to minimise relapse and maintain the 
progress of your expansion. 
 
Complications are in fact few and so it is really worth considering rapid maxillary expansion 
when appropriate as part of a course of orthodontic treatment to improve your bite. 
 
Instructions and a special Key 
 
The instructions for this appliance are simple. You will be given a ‘key’ which slots into one of 
the ‘sprocket holes’ of the hyrax screw. You will feed the key into the hole closest to the front 
of your mouth. You will open your mouth as wide as possible and turn that key down until it 
meets your lower lip ONCE. That’s it. You MUST NOT move the key back up. You will repeat 
that procedure in the morning and evening every day until asked to stop by your orthodontist 
who will see you weekly to complete the expansion ‘rapidly’ over the next 2-4 weeks. 
 
How long does it take? 
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Your treatment is likely to take 2-4 weeks for the active expansion phase. If you have any 
breakages or decementation then the expansion may take much longer. The appliance then 
needs to stay in place without expansion to support healing for 2-3 months before it is removed. 
 
What am I to expect during wear of this appliance? 
 
As the appliance is bulky you will initially experience some difficulties in eating, chewing and 
swallowing however this will pass. You may also experience some initial difficulties with 
speech. The bulk may also affect how your create a lip seal, and this will change your 
embouchure. Please be mindful of this if you are a wind-instrument player as your playing will 
be affected until you get used to the appliance. 
 
During treatment you will feel the ‘mid-palatal’ suture sever during one of your expansions. This 
does not cause any pain. You will then develop a very large space between your front teeth. 
Do not be alarmed – we will close this during the teeth alignment phase. 
 
Rapid Maxillary Expansion (RME) is an excellent technique to improve the bite and create 
space for tooth alignment, and in some cases avoids the need for more complex surgery or 
tooth extractions. 
 
 
 
I confirm that I have read and understood the information contained within this guide, and I 
have had the opportunity to ask questions. I feel that I understand the risks, benefits and 
limitations of the procedures described, and I understand that no promises or guarantees of 
the proposed outcome can be made. By signing this form I am providing my explicit consent to 
render necessary treatment to assist my dental condition. 
 
Name of Patient   _________________________________________________ 
 
Date of Birth   _________________________ 
 
 
 
Patient signature  _________________________Dated __________________ 
 
 
Parent/Guardian/  _________________________Dated___________________ 
Legal Representative  

 


